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Where’s my mojo?

Source: 
1 Accenture Strategy 2015 UK University Graduate Employment Study

2 Yougov: Contributing to the world through work (2012)
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of graduates
want to work for 

a big company1
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Task purpose
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TASK

“I can see the fruits 

of my labour”

TASK



Shredded
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Group
Output 

(sheets completed)

Cost 

($/unit)
$0.55

$0.50

$0.45

$0.40

1

2

3

4

Source: 

Ariely (2008) Man’s search for meaning: the case of Legos

Acknowledged

Ignored

Shredded

9.03 $0.34

6.77 $0.38

6.34 $0.38



The progress principle

Progress
Instrumental 

support

Interpersonal 

support

Collaboration Important 

work

Best days

Worst days

Source:

Amabile & Kramer (2010). What really motivates workers? Analysis of 12,000 workday diary entries. 

On 76% of their best days, 

diarists mentioned progress; 

but it only appeared on 25% 

of their worst days.

of managers 

realise that 

progress is the 

greatest motivator

only  5%
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• 238 Professionals 

• 7 companies 

• Over 12,000 diary entries 

• 64,000 work events analysed

What happens on a great workday?



Was it worth it? 
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I busted a gut on that report 

because Frank said he 

needed the analysis for 

Wednesday and he hasn’t 

even looked at it. Thank 

goodness it’s the weekend, I 

can’t wait to get out of here. 

Frank's product launch 

strategy has nothing to do with 

my analysis. If he knew what 

he wanted to say all along he 

should’ve told me 

so I didn’t waste all that time.

I fought really hard to get 

the industry benchmark data 

Frank wanted and he's put it in 

the appendix.

FRIDAYTUESDAYTHURSDA

Y

This week has been mad with 

fire-fighting. I’ve had no time to 

think about the strategy for the 

new product launch or read 

Aisha’s report. I’ll have to do it 

at the weekend.

I had this brainwave over the 

weekend when I was reading 

Aisha's analysis. It's now 

incredibly clear what we need 

to do. I can't understand why I 

didn't think of it before.

It's a shame that Aisha's 

benchmark data doesn't help 

our case. At least we've got it 

for back-up if anyone asks.

Aish

a

Fran

k



The difference between..
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Useles

s

Useful, but 

not used



FRIDAY

It was worth it
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It’s frustrating that I’ve 

stayed up so late to work 

on it; but at least I know 

there’s a good reason, 

and Frank still thinks it’s 

important.

THURSDA

Y

Aisha, thank you for working 

so hard on this. I’ve had to 

firefight some issues with 

negative comments in the 

press this week. So now I’m 

unlikely to read your report 

until this weekend, when I 

can give it the headspace it 

deserves.

TUESDAYMONDAY

So the latest version of the 

product launch strategy 

doesn’t reflect my report, 

and no doubt there’ll be 

more work now, but I know 

I sowed the seeds to shape 

our new direction.

Aisha, your analysis triggered 

an A-HA moment for me. 

It helped me see that our initial 

approach can’t get our product 

to the right market 

at scale. Our new direction will 

need some work, but 

I wouldn’t have realised it 

without your insights. 

I’m disappointed my work 

isn’t more obvious, but at 

least other people will know 

all the effort I put in. 

Aisha, I know it must have 

been difficult getting the 

industry benchmark data. 

For now this is going in the 

appendix since it doesn’t 

directly link to the main 

argument, but I’ll be sure to 

let others know that your 

rigorous research was key 

to our final outcome.

THURSDA

Y

Aish

a

Fran

k



Collective purpose
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COLLECTIVE

“I’m contributing 

towards something I 

couldn’t achieve alone” 

TASK

“I can see the fruits 

of my labour”

TASK

COLLECTIV

E



Collective purpose
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Participants who believed they 

were working for a team purpose

Worked for 48% longer

Rated the puzzle as more 

interesting

Step 1.

Ask participants to sit in a room on 

their own to complete a puzzle 

Step 2.

Falsely hint to some of the 

participants that they are part 

of a team: 

“This study investigates how people 

work on puzzles together”

Step 3.

Measure participants’ effort 

and interest
Source:

Carr, P. B., & Walton, G. M. (2014). Cues of working together fuel intrinsic motivation.



Collective purpose saved the ozone layer
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We only work to the 

best imaginable standard

There are no stars in 

the team

1

2

3

Regularly talk about the 

big picture we’re trying to achieve

Recognise each person’s unique 

and valuable contribution

The boss will empower us,

not overpower us

Maintain equal and collective 

responsibility 

We all need to…Principles of the winning 

team…



Social purpose
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SOCIAL

“My work is helping 

to make the world a 

better place”

COLLECTIVE

“I’m contributing 

towards something I 

couldn’t achieve alone” 

TASK

“I can see the fruits 

of my labour”

TASK

COLLECTIV

E

SOCIAL



The power of social purpose

15

Of US workers 

would take a 15% pay cut 

to work somewhere in line 

with their values1

58%
Behind pay and benefits,

purpose is the 

next biggest factor in 

choosing our employment2

Source: 
1 Net Impact: Talent Report: What Workers Want in 2012 (2012)

2 Calling Brands: Crunch time (2012) 

Go the extra mile for their 

employer when they work for an 

organisation that has a purpose 

beyond shareholder value2

64%
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Making the mundane meaningful
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What is our purpose?

How will other people benefit?

Why do this?

Targets

Team/function

Bring moments of joy and renewed confidence 

(especially to women) in a challenging society 

“If l look more attractive I will be held in higher regard by 

people whose views I care about”

“Pakistanis put great value on personal appearances, 

so there is a growth opportunity”

“Double growth vs other divisions in Pakistan”

Head of Personal Care Products in Pakistan 



Different types of purpose
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TASK

COLLECTIV

E

SOCIAL

TASK

“I can see the fruits 

of my labour”

SOCIAL

“My work is helping 

to make the world a 

better place”

COLLECTIVE

“I’m contributing 

towards something I 

couldn’t achieve alone” 

“My 

work 

matters”

I can see my articles posted 

on the internet. I can see 

people are visiting my pages.

I’m enabling the world to be 

informed for free

I’m part of a great global 

team with a shared objective



How Mind Gym can help
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90-minute workouts delivered in person and virtually 

MANAGER

• Why do we need to make work matter 

to our team colleagues?

• How to increase a sense of progress: 

useless vs useful but not used?

• Find ways to nurture the sense of ‘being 

in it together’ 

• Discover ways to remind us all why what 

we do matters beyond increasing the 

company’s profits?

• Plan how to ensure that your team 

members feel that their  work matters

Purpose

EMPLOYEE

• What happens to my mojo and what can 

I do about it?

• What is my optimal pleasure-purpose, 

or enjoyment-meaning, balance?

• How can I get more of this balance each 

day?

• Set some stretching, practical goals that 

will keep your fires burning



Creating a climate for high 
performance

AttentionChoice

ChallengeGrowth

Purpose

Recognition

Organisation

Team

Individual

“My work matters”

“It’s demanding”

“You know how 

I’m doing”

“I’m getting better”

“It’s worth the effort”

“I can decide”
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A few facts about us

UK

160 Kensington High St,

London, W8 7RG

UK

e: uk@themindgym.com

t: +44 (0)207 376 0626

USA

9 East 37th St,

New York, NY, 10016,

USA

e: us@themindgym.com

t: +1 646 649 4333

Singapore

PWC Building, 28-63,

8 Cross Street, 048424 

Singapore, 

e: sg@themindgym.com

t: +65 6850 7600

UAE

Building 03, First Floor, 

Executive Office No. 114

Dubai, UAE

e: uae@themindgym.com
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1 million participants

1,200 companies

230 coaches

30 countries
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